heavy atom rmsd of Ͻ1.75 Å for both the ␤ propeller To develop a high-resolution structural model that and the ␤A domains. describes how binding of the RGD loop to integrins is Several important structural changes were observed stabilized, and why it can sustain considerable mechaniat the RGD binding site, while only minor changes were cal forces despite the shallowness of the binding site, discernible in the integrin complex as a whole. The most we conducted molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. significant change is that one of the two carboxylic oxyFirst, equilibrium MD simulations were used to investigens from Asp RGD formed a new contact with the LIMBS gate the contacts between the cyclic RGD peptide and ion within the first 10 ps of equilibration, while the other the integrin binding site. Second, these were followed carboxylic oxygen of Asp RGD maintained its original conby nonequilibrium SMD simulations in which force was tact with the MIDAS ion, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. applied between a cyclic RGD peptide and the headThus, during equilibration, Asp RGD contacted both the piece of the ␣ v ␤ 3 integrin to study the structural changes MIDAS and LIMBS ions ( Figure 3C ), whereas Asp RGD that occur as the RGD loop separates under force. contacted only the MIDAS ion in the original crystal structure. As expected, water molecules that were not present in the original crystal structure coordinate to Results the solvent-accessible divalent cations, i.e., the MIDAS and ADMIDAS ions. Two water molecules are within 3 Å The LIMBS Ion Coordinates to the MIDAS Bound of the ADMIDAS ion, and one water molecule coordiAsp RGD during Equilibration nates with the MIDAS ion ( Figure 4 ). In our simulations, the crystal coordinates of the head of Several observations indicate that coordination to the ␣ v ␤ 3 integrin, comprising the ␤A and the hybrid domains LIMBS ion is not an artifact of the chosen force fields. from the ␤ 3 subunit, and the ␤ propeller from the ␣ v First, no major interactions between the integrin and subunit, bound to the cyclo-RGDfNMeV peptide, were RGD peptide or between the integrin and the MIDAS, equilibrated in a box filled with water molecules (Figure  1) . The MD simulations were conducted over 1 ns (see LIMBS, and ADMIDAS ions were lost during equilibration optimize side chain starting positions without affecting the backbone coordinates and also to insure that the electrostatics were modeled as rigorously as possible accurate results and is essential for the present investigation. Taken together, our simulations show that interby using Particle Mesh Ewald (PME) full electrostatics rather than cutoffs. Indeed, it was found that Asp 218 and action with the Asp of the cyclic RGD peptide and the LIMBS ion is structurally feasible. Second, the prePhe 177 make new contacts with the arginine of the cycloRGDfNMeV ligand (Arg RGD ), an interaction that is exviously unpredicted coordination of Asp RGD from the cyclo-RGDfNMeV peptide with both of the MIDAS and pected to be electrostatically favorable. In control simulations using cutoffs instead of a more rigorous PME LIMBS ions occurred repeatedly within the first few picoseconds of the equilibration without requiring substanelectrostatics approach, coordination of the Asp to the LIMBS ion was seen, but other electrostatically favortial changes in the coordination spheres of the adhesion site ions. The only change in the MIDAS coordination able contacts to the Arg RGD were lost in this case from the original structure. These control simulations suggest sphere compared to the crystal structure is that one of the empty coordination positions is filled during equilithat the use of full PME electrostatics provides more Figure 4A ). Thus, tial force peaks. Likewise, the corresponding structural Arg RGD maintains its original interactions and gains new data show that these salt bridges are under frequent stabilizing ionic interactions with neighboring polar or attack by water molecules due to their high solvent accharged amino acids located on the ␣ v subunit. cessibility. Overall, the original contacts between the cycloRGDfNMeV ligand and ␣ v ␤ 3 were well maintained throughout the course of the equilibration. Upon pulling on the cyclo-RGDfNMeV ligand, the first ion, or between free water molecules and the MIDAS ion itself (Figures 5E and 5G) . The attacks on the carboxylic major structural event is the breaking of the contact between Asp RGD and the LIMBS ion, the interaction that oxygen of Asp RGD increase in frequency as the carboxylic 
